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would call for the sacrifice of
1 needed meals or other creature

comforts. ,

Patronizing cheap boarding
houses is not a matter of choice
so much as it is a matter of neces-
sity, for no person can satisfy a
champagne thirst on a beer in-

come.
Poor food is one of poverty's

make-shift- s. Every one knows
that an ill-fe- d stomach means a
poorly nourished body; and a
weakling in the industrial field
is at a discount.

But what can the poor devil do
other than to try and make the
most of what's offered?

Loan sharks are the devil's
earthly understudies. Like grave-
yard ghouls they haunt the ceme-
teries of human hopes and ambi-
tions, and prey on the tottering
direlects that come to water with
bitter tears the graves of their
dead dreams.

Saloons and nickel shows are
the clubs and theaters of the poor.
Strange as it may seem, the
world's high-bro- seem to think
that only the rich are privileged
to enjoy their human emotions
that crave sociability and amuse-
ment.

Every sociologist will admit
that the major portion of the
world's depravity, sin, sorrow
and crime is due to poverty; and
poverty in turn is directly trace-
able to the greed of the money-ma- d

emploj'er, who not only
takes advantage of the necessi-
ties of the world's toilers, but
further strengthens that advant-
age, through legislative enact- -
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ment, until a condition obtains
where, the primal instinct of

pIacesNa premium. on
wrong doing and encourages
crime.

If big cities are sincere and
want to purge themselves of the
moral rottenness from which
they suffer, let them investigate
and don't make a farce of it by'
dfafting a cryptic report that
can't be read without-- a key, and
the key either hidden or providen-
tially lost.

Decent wages and reasonable
working hours for women and
girls would mean the wiping out
of every red-lig- ht district in the.
country, and prostitution would,
be fed, not by an army driven
into it by hunger and necessity,
but a depraved few who sought
it by choice.

Decent wages and Reasonable
hours for men would mean a re-

duction in cheap boarding houses
with their solitude and poorly;
cooked, food and an increase in
pleasant, cheery homes that
would help upbuild the nation.
Loan sharks would die a natural
death and saloons and nickel
shows would give way to cultured
pleasure that adequate wages
would make possible of purchase.

Let cities, cut out all theoretical
nonsense and civic four-flushin- g.

Let them get down to the busi-
ness of killing the crime tree
not by lopping y6ff a "branch here
and there, bur by applying an
axe to the trunk.' And when the
tree is down, grub out the roots
and give the long cursed'soil an
opportunity, to prove its virtue


